CASE STUDY

Looking to the Past to Prepare
for the Future
THE VIRGINIA GILDERSLEEVE INTERNATIONAL FUND REFINES ITS STRATEGY
FOR FUNDING GRASSROOTS COMMUNITY CHANGE PROJECTS

A

fter more than 45 years of grantmaking,
the Virginia Gildersleeve International
Fund (VGIF) is in a learning phase to

understand more fully the impact of what it has
funded to date, and improve ongoing and future
funding. By systematically organizing and analyzing
its successful activity, VGIF plans to invest more
strategically going forward. This phase of reflection
is allowing VGIF to evolve and update aspects of its
approach. One important consideration remains
ever-present—local women’s movements should
continue to drive program design and be
recognized as central to addressing longstanding
community needs.
VGIF is an international women’s fund based in the
United States whose mission is to provide grants
globally to fund locally generated projects that

Key Info

advance the rights of women and girls. The fund
is viewing this reflection phase as an opportunity

COUNTRY

to build its own capacity. VGIF recently invested in

Interventions in many regions worldwide

growing its team and establishing a larger office, and

TARGET POPULATION

the board of directors shifted from a working board

Women and girls

to a governance board. This was just the start, as

APPROACH

VGIF engaged in a significant capacity-building effort
to further expand its grantmaking program, and to
strengthen its grantee support and oversight efforts.

Business and entrepreneurship;
Financial inclusion; Vocational training

“VGIF’s effort to build out more strategic components

trainings, literacy education, and HIV/AIDS and

of staffing, the grants process, and partnership roles

reproductive health workshops.

continues to rely on its core strategy, to let local
experts design the projects,” shares Kim Bylander,

While reviewing investment trends, Kim noticed that

the Palmer fellow for monitoring and evaluation. Kim

VGIF funded several women’s groups working in HIV/

joined VGIF in 2013 during its expansion phase and is

AIDS across Sub-Saharan Africa in the 1990s. “Having

“VGIF wants to help grantees understand that vision alone, without a sense
of strategy, makes achieving a goal all the more challenging. Our goal is to
push them to develop that strategy.”

– Kim Bylander, Virginia Gildersleeve International Fund

responsible for compiling and organizing all of VGIF’s

worked in this field for many years, a women’s fund

granting data to help it learn from its investments

investing in HIV/AIDS programing struck me as very

to date. “The goal is to understand how projects we

interesting because a lot of feminist organizations

fund are operating, capture learning from the field,

did not get involved until the 2000’s,” explains Kim.

and help inform future funding decisions.”

“It wasn’t seen as a heterosexual women’s issue in
the 1990s; therefore, many donors did not prioritize

VGIF has a rich history of funding women’s

funding it.” Women’s groups applying for VGIF grants

movements that are at the forefront of challenging

were identifying HIV/AIDS as a growing need and

issues and implementing programs with a holistic

wanted funding for programing to address this issue.

approach. Kim shares that a lot of VGIF’s funding
goes to economic development projects, as access

For Kim, this example reinforced the value and

to livelihoods is what women most often identify as

relevance of VGIF’s strategy, letting women’s

a need. Grantees will then build on the economic

movement 		

intervention to address other impending needs,

and communities

including health, literacy, and conflict-resolution.

drive interventions.

For example, in 2013 in eastern Democratic

While it was

Republic of Congo, VGIF funded a local, woman-

always VGIF’s

led organization, Association of Volunteers for

practice, this

the Management of Vulnerable Children and

reflection builds

Unaccompanied (AVEVENA), that was working to

even more

improve the economic and social status of young girl

intentionality into

ex-combatants and girls affected by the conflict.

that mindset. VGIF

Funds were used for sewing and business skills

has always felt 		
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that listening to local insight about what is impacting

stakeholders have been and will be involved in all

their communities is fundamental to its grantmaking

stages of the project. Through its revised application,

as grassroots movements are deeply connected to

VGIF is trying to push grantseekers to be more

their communities. To support local vision, VGIF has

thoughtful in planning and explaining the steps

always provided very fluid and flexible funding. Now,

they will use to achieve their intended goal. The

the fund is learning

additional questions about the community also give

how to build some

the applicants an opportunity to better tell their

structure into

story and highlight the activism and engagement

grants while

that brought them to the point of applying for a

still keeping

grant. The current application follows more of a

funding

logic model format, but has actually proven to be

unrestricted

less cumbersome. “Despite asking for more details,

and allowing

the application is actually shorter now and more to

grantees to drive
project intention
and design. The goal
is to help organizations

the point. Applicants now tell us why they think a
project is important, what they feel needs to change
in their community, and list the specific steps that
they are going to take to go towards that change.”

think through their vision, and more specifically

Connecting a need with the project was an important

their strategy and action plan. VGIF provides one

step in clarifying efforts both for applicants and for

year, small-scale grants—up to $7,500 USD—to

foundation staff.

grassroots projects that are women-led. VGIF has
recently introduced grants for multi-year projects.

VGIF also adapted reporting materials to be more

Organizations that have successfully completed a

consistent and thoughtful about information

one-year grant are invited to apply and can receive

collected. Through the revision process, VGIF wanted

funding for up to three years.

to focus on making reporting less cumbersome for
grantees, create a structure that would elicit more

VGIF has revised its application and reporting

robust data, and help the grantees to more clearly

materials to improve the application and grant

organize what they had learned. A review of

“We are still a relatively small staff, but there is a real push and commitment
in looking at the future.”

– Kim Bylander, Virginia Gildersleeve International Fund

selection process. In the current application, VGIF is

VGIF’s 45 years of grantmaking revealed a range

asking applicants to more clearly list their strategies

in the quality of past data, with many gaps in the

and to outline the ways in which community

types of information and data collected. Like other
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funds and social change organizations, VGIF is now

utilize the new application, monitoring, and reporting

moving towards more thoughtful data collection.

materials. Kim shares: “We didn’t experience a drop

This effort will help VGIF learn more about effective

in applications; VGIF received over 1000 letters of

practice, share this learning with grantee and funding

inquiry for the 2015 grant cycle. Of these, 700 were

partners, and guide future investments. “We want

invited to submit full applications and more than

to start learning more about the impact of projects

450 applied. We found similarity in the number of

at the community level, not just what activities were

applicants to previous years, but a tangible increase

carried out. Evaluation data will help us start to

in the clarity and quality of projects.” VGIF funds

catalogue what strategies are effective. We are also

between 35 and 40 one-year projects. Kim and the

asking grantees to collect data and report on their

rest of the team are also eager to see the impact of

reach more concretely. Our focus is not to become

the updated monitoring and reporting materials.

numbers driven, but to learn more about a strategy’s
fit by looking at the numbers. For example, projects

In this reflection and rebuilding period, VGIF will

that are focused on community change through

use past successes and challenges to build on

public awareness-raising require greater reach to

investments that had clear impact. Improved data

be effective and the numbers should reflect that.

collection and communication will enable VGIF

Projects that are focused on skills-training or on

to become more strategic about where it invests

working with women who experienced conflict-

resources going forward. Kim adds, “VGIF’s goal

related assault and trauma should be tailored to

during this building phase is to organize information

smaller groups, so that should also come out in

in a clearer, more accessible way so that staff,

the data.”

board members, and grantees can learn from it
and take action. VGIF wants to see successes in the

With better data collection, more regular analysis,

organizations and communities we fund, and so we

and better communication with grantees, VGIF

are trying to learn and adjust our practices to better

hopes to identify effective strategies and add to the

advance women’s development and rights through

body of knowledge around women’s funding and

the investments we make.”

development. The 2015 grant cycle will be the first to
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Thoughtful reflection on past experience
drove strategy for a renewed approach
to local movements in the future.

GRANTCRAFT, a service of Foundation Center, harnesses the practical wisdom of funders worldwide to improve
the practice of philanthropy. Visit grantcraft.org to access our free resource library.
This case study was written by Virginia Zuco and developed for Foundation Center’s Equal Footing project.
Information for this case study was derived from interviews with the Virginia Gildersleeve International Fund (VGIF).
Visit equal-footing.org to view other free resources related to funding in Burundi, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, and Rwanda.
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